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Twenty-odd years ago, the Thatcher government
embraced competition in the markets for electricity and
gas.  The aim was to increase efficiency, lower bills and
take government out of decision-making.  Every
government since then has acted as if it would rather
restrain competition than embrace it – pushing the
electricity industry to use more British coal (Major), to
solve fuel poverty (Blair), to convert to renewable
energy (Brown) or to build new nuclear power stations
(Cameron – maybe).  The latest retail market measures
emerging from DECC and Ofgem are still supposed to
increase efficiency and to lower bills, but they place
government decision-making in a central position.

DECC and Ofgem justify their interventions by
pointing to market failure (although they don’t always
use a definition of market failure that any economist
would recognise).  Below, we point out the risk of
government failure in these interventions.  The
economics of competition offer plenty of reasons why
these interventions may have adverse
consequences.  Future governments may therefore
regret being given a prominent role in energy sector
decision-making.  

Case 1: Retail Energy Tariff Reform - Does
Greater Transparency Make Markets More
Competitive?

The current government – from the Prime Minister
down - is proposing to limit the number and the form of
tariffs that energy suppliers can offer their customers.
Leaving aside vague (and mildly insulting) accusations
that customers behave irrationally, one may argue that
competitive pressure multiplies tariffs and increases
transactions costs – particularly the cost to customers
of searching for the best deal.  

Back in April 2001, Professor Gordon MacKerron
wrote a short note for NERA on the National Audit
Office’s review of the decision to open electricity
markets.   He noted that that the NAO had
overlooked the cost of 10 million consumers (the
number who had switched by then) spending an hour
per year looking at energy tariffs or switching
supplier.  Even valuing such time at the minimum
wage implies a substantial cost.  Governments all
around Europe have authorised spending on new
customer management systems intended to make
switching quicker, easier and hence cheaper.  
So will simplifying tariffs enhance transparency, make

switching cheaper, promote competition and drive
down prices?  Not necessarily.  The desire to cure
market failure can simply result in government
failure. Here are just some of the standard economic
reasons why imposing simpler tariffs may harm
competition and raise prices to consumers.  

Transparency can reduce competition: Greater
transparency can benefit sellers as well as buyers.
In some circumstances, letting sellers see more
clearly what their competitors are charging can
discourage competition (for fear of provoking a
retaliatory response) and may actually increase
sellers’ profits. 

The potentially negative impact of transparency on
competition is not merely a theoretical curiosity.
Regulators have had their fingers burned in the past.
In 1993 the Danish antitrust authority decided to
gather and publish data on prices for ready-mixed
concrete, to improve price transparency for buyers
and so to increase competition. In the year following
initial publication, prices rose in the market by 15-20
percent.  Albaek, Moolgaard and Overgaard, the
Danish economists who studied the market, have
argued: “The Danish Competition Council, by providing
reliable price reporting services, has unwittingly
assisted firms in reducing the intensity of competition
and thereby allowed them to increase prices” 

Following the increase in prices, the Danish antitrust
authority stopped publishing prices. Albaek et al.
noted that “it has become widely accepted that
secret discounts and price-shading [sic] are natural
(if not essential) features of an effectively
competitive oligopoly”.   Other researchers have
found the same results for other industries, including
freight charges on US railways. 

Standardising prices can reduce incentives to
compete for customers: Limiting tariffs to a few
common forms removes or reduces the scope for
price discrimination.  Many regard this as a good
thing.  However, if firms can set different prices in
different markets, they can compete more vigorously
for each other’s customers than firms that are
required to charge all customers the same price.
Ending price discrimination can even raise profits in
oligopolistic markets because it offers “protection
against price attacks” from rivals.  That is not a good
thing (for consumers).
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Discounting reduces the “menu costs” of
adjusting prices: Adjusting standard tariffs incurs a
substantial cost, which energy suppliers can mitigate
by offering discounts on list prices or limited “on-line”
deals.  Varying these discounts and on-line deals
provides a low cost way for suppliers to compete in
changing market conditions. The proposed reforms
to retail energy markets may yet allow such
discounts.  But whereas banning them entirely (by
imposing standard tariff formats) might increase
transparency, it would also increase the cost of
adjusting prices, lessen competition and (probably)
result in higher prices.  

Transitional costs may outweigh long term gains:
The process of moving customers from their current
tariff onto the new format tariff may itself create
confusion and additional costs, as consumers try to
understand the new arrangements. These one-off
costs offset long term benefits.

The latest proposals to limit the number and form of
tariffs appear to be based on a fundamental
misunderstanding of the nature of competition.
Perhaps the proposers assume, naively, that
improving customers’ ability to find the better deals
ensures that only the better deals survive.  However,
that view overlooks the possibility of energy suppliers
to withdraw the better deals, if it makes commercial
sense.  Taking into account both effects means that
consumers end up with a deal that may be better or

worse than they would have had.  Reactions to
economic incentives mean that attempts to “impose”
a more competitive outcome can diminish real
competition and raise prices or costs for consumers. 
A recent case in point is Ofgem’s recent attempt to
limit price discrimination between local incumbent
and entrant suppliers. 

In September 2009, Ofgem introduced Standard
Licence Condition 25A, which required suppliers not to
discriminate between one group of domestic customers
and another without “objective justification”. As Ofgem
explained, “SLC 25A was primarily introduced to
prevent suppliers from charging higher prices for their
incumbent customers, compared to their non-
incumbent customers.”  SLC 25A had a sunset clause
and in 2012, Ofgem decided not to reinsert the
condition, claiming that the licence condition had
achieved its purpose, reducing the difference per
customer between “in-area” and “out-of-area” tariffs
from £30 per year to £13 per year. 

However, as one door (or price gap) closes, another
opens. Immediately following the introduction of SLC
25A, suppliers began to introduce new, lower “online”
tariffs for customers to seek out.  In September
2009, the average online dual fuel deal offered by
the six largest suppliers was £75-£175 per year
lower than the equivalent standard (offline) tariff.  By
June 2010, online deals only varied by about £50
per year, but the average online tariff was £200 lower
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Figure 1 Online Discounts Grew After Ofgem Introduced Non-Discrimination Licence
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than the average offline tariff (see figure 1). If
“incumbent customers” take offline tariffs and “non-
incumbent customers” choose online tariffs (a big if),
the non-discrimination licence condition appears to
have failed in its aim.   The new controls to simplify
and reduce tariffs may also have unforeseen
consequences.

Case 2: Investment in Insulation: Is More Of A
Good Thing Always Better? 

DECC has launched two new policy tools – the Green
Deal and the Energy Company Obligation (ECO) –
intended to promote investment in energy efficiency,
and particular in insulation of housing.  DECC has
stated that these measures are needed to overcome
irrational consumers (who discount the future “too
much”), externalities in energy markets (due to the
cost of greenhouse gas emissions) and failing credit
markets (unable to exploit viable investment
opportunities).  However, these arguments are not
entirely convincing.  It isn’t clear whose interests the
government is serving when it overrides consumers’
own preferences,  and it is hard to find externalities
that do not already impose a cost on electricity
consumption, where most of the Green Deal will be
focused.  Sometimes a failure to lend is an efficient
response to high transactions costs, rather than a
market failure.  The Green Deal creates a new form
of collateral – future energy bills at a particular

household – with which borrowers can underwrite
long term loans, whilst the ECO is a subsidy scheme. 
That is an important change in the fundamentals
underlying the market and it might encourage
lenders to exploit more investment opportunities.
However, it is not at all clear that DECC has
considered what level of investment would be
efficient.  The ECO scheme targets may extend
beyond that level. 

The ECO consists of four strands, three of which
focus on reductions in carbon dioxide emissions and
one of which seeks to reduce the bills of vulnerable
customers.  Support to the scheme comes from
payments for “ECO points”.  ECO points are the
tradeable certificates, awarded to investments in
insulation, that energy companies must procure in
order to fulfil their obligation.  The price of an ECO
point is largely driven by cost of reducing household
emissions by one tonne of carbon dioxide (tCO2).  
DECC’s Final Impact Assessment (FIA) of June 2012
forecast the cost of carrying out the investments
required by the ECO. DECC estimated that the cost of
the projects in reducing carbon dioxide emissions
(around three quarters of the total cost) would drive
the price of an ECO point to around £77.  In practice,
recent auctions of ECO points have settled around
£120 for the largest component of the programme.
The cost of the ECO could therefore be much higher
than DECC forecast.
It should be compared with the price of other carbon

Figure 1 Online Discounts Grew After Ofgem Introduced Non-Discrimination Licence
Conditions

Figure 2 DECC Forecast That Different Green Deal Projects Would Need Different
Levels Of Subsidy, From Zero To £77/tCO2
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dioxide emissions, such as DECC’s own “target
consistent” cost of carbon of £54/tCO2 and the current
EU ETS price of around £2.60/tCO2.    By those
standards, ECO looks like a rather expensive
programme (even after allowing for other possible
benefits).

Approach incomplete

DECC’s FIA justifies the ECO scheme by comparing
the total benefits of the Green Deal and ECO with
their total costs, and concluding that the programme
offers a net benefit. However, that approach is
incomplete.  Closer inspection reveals that the net
benefit would be even bigger, if the targets in the
ECO scheme were lower. 

For instance, suppose the marginal cost of reducing
carbon dioxide emissions in other schemes is as
much as £40/tCO2.  The graph shown in figure 2
which is taken from DECC’s FIA, implies that the ECO
offers an efficient alternative only up to about 13
million tCO2 per year.  Expanding the target from 13
million tCO2 per year up to the actual level of about
22 million tCO2 per year then costs the public more
than it produces in additional benefits.  Even if the
whole of the current programme would benefit
society, as DECC claims, a smaller programme would
be better.

The problem here using an Impact Assessment to
justify a total package, and leaving out comparisons
with alternatives and substitutes. Another instance of
this “take-it-or-leave-it” approach to whole policies is
a 2013 summary by DECC of its impact its policies
have on consumer bills (including the proposed
reform of wholesale electricity markets). 

It suggests that government policies will be
benefiting consumers overall  by 2020.  It presumes
that the ECO will be extended long beyond its current
end date of 31 March 2015, and the gains would
accumulate over  time but, even seven years after
the start of this scheme, its annual costs (£66 per
customer) outweigh its annual benefits (£36 per
customer).  

On that basis, ECO will still be raising average
customer bills and receiving a cross-subsidy from
other schemes.  

Thus, DECC’s comparison makes no claim about the
net benefit of each scheme, just about the total effect
of its interventions.  Reallocating money between the
schemes might increase total net benefits, but this
summary does not consider that possibility.    The
problem here is the lack of a common standard – or a

reluctance to apply one – for assessing each of the
projects that share a common aim.

Conclusion

There was a time when the UK government had faith in
competitive electricity markets.  That time was short-
lived and is long gone.  Successive governments have
shown an ever greater tendency to intervene in energy
markets – and have intervened to an ever greater
extent.  

Decisions formerly left to the private sector have been
taken over by government and its agencies – the timing
and type of investment in generation, of course,
covered in previous editions of New Power xviii but also
the form of retail energy tariffs and the thickness of the
insulation in homes.  That makes government
responsible for many more decisions about the costs
that consumers will bear in the future.  

One might therefore expect the government to weigh
up interventions very carefully, to avoid imposing
unnecessary costs on consumers.

In fact, recent decisions have indicated a slightly one-
side approach to markets.  Impact Assessments and
the like highlight market failures, but downplay, or
brush aside, the costs of government failure.  

Decisions are not based on the “economics of the
second best”.  Instead, government agencies use
economics to support intervention, but overlook
economics that supports not intervening, or
shrinking a programme. The interventions that result
from this approach may not achieve their aims of
increasing efficiency and lowering bills.  Instead, they
may reduce efficiency, raise consumer bills above
competitive market levels – and make government
responsible, to boot.  

The cycle of pro-market reforms begun in the 1980s
was instigated partly by the reluctance of politicians
to be held responsible for rising energy prices.
Current policies are raising energy prices, but
politicians do not seem concerned about that yet.  

Perhaps the next cycle of pro-market reforms will
only kick off once future governments are being held
responsible for driving up energy prices.  In any case,
consumers (and the energy industry) already have
reason to ask their representatives and public
servants for higher standards of decision-making.
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